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WORLD NEWS

(Reuters) - U.S. stocks surged on Thursday on 
expectations of a de-escalation in trade tensions 
after Washington and Beijing agreed to hold 
high-level talks next month, while strong eco-
nomic data eased fears of a domestic slowdown.
After fears of a deepening trade war caused a 
sell-off in late July and early August, leading to 
speculation that a decade-long bull market was 
ending, the S&P 500 has largely recovered and is 
now less than 2% short of its July 26 record high 
close. The benchmark index has climbed 2.4% in 
the past two sessions.

China and the United States agreed to hold talks 
in early October in Washington, boosting mar-
kets as investors bet on a thaw in the trade war 
between the world’s two largest economies that 
has taken a toll on global growth.

Alternating signs of improvement and deteriora-
tion in the U.S.-China trade war, often based on 
tweets and comments from Trump, have repeat-
edly sparked volatility on Wall Street in recent 
months.

“Whether the talks occur or not, we’ll see. And 
whether they are productive, we’re skeptical. But 
the market loves it,” said Tim Ghriskey, Chief 
Investment Strategist at Inverness Counsel in 
New York.
The S&P information technology index .SPLRCT 
rose 1.9%, while financials .SPSY jumped 2.1%, 
both rising the most among the 11 major S&P 
500 sectors.
The interest rate-sensitive S&P 500 Banks Index 
.SPXBK surged 2.9%, following a rise in U.S. 
Treasury yields. [US/]

The ADP National Employment Report, consid-
ered a precursor to the Labor Department’s more 
comprehensive jobs report, showed U.S. private 

What trade fears? Wall Street is back in 
rally mode employers’ payrolls grew at the fastest pace in 

four months in August, led by big gains in ser-
vice-sector jobs.
Another private survey showed growth in U.S. 
services sectors accelerated in August, rebound-
ing from its weakest level in nearly three years, 
as new orders rose to their highest level since 
February amid trade worries.
The upbeat reports eased concerns of an eco-
nomic downturn, which was exacerbated by data 
on Tuesday that showed a contraction in U.S. 
factory activity in August. Investors will keep a 
close watch on the crucial nonfarm payrolls data 
due on Friday.
“Manufacturing is in a bit of a global slump, but 
if you look at the other economic data, like the 
services and jobs reports, none of them point to 
an economy that is teetering on a recession,” said 
Michael Antonelli, market strategist at Robert W. 
Baird in Milwaukee.
At 2:16 p.m. ET, the Dow Jones Industrial Aver-
age .DJI was up 1.52% at 26,756.37 points, while 
the S&P 500 .SPX gained 1.33% to 2,976.78.

The Nasdaq Composite .IXIC added 1.63% to 
8,106.94.
In deal news, insurer Prudential Financial Inc 
(PRU.N) agreed to acquire online insurance 
start-up Assurance IQ Inc for $2.35 billion. 
Shares of Prudential fell 2.9%.
Traders work on the floor at the New York Stock 
Exchange (NYSE) in New York, U.S., September 
5, 2019. REUTERS/Brendan McDermid
Sectors viewed as defensive declined, with the 
S&P utilities index .SPLRCU, real estate index 
.SPLRCR and consumer staples index .SPLRCS 
all lower.
Advancing issues outnumbered declining ones 
on the NYSE by a 2.01-to-1 ratio; on Nasdaq, a 
2.77-to-1 ratio favored advancers.
The S&P 500 posted 55 new 52-week highs and 
no new lows; the Nasdaq Composite recorded 70 
new highs and 38 new lows.

Traders work on the floor at the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) in New York, U.S., Septem-
ber 5, 2019. REUTERS/Brendan McDermid



A foreign soldier with NATO-led Resolute Support Mission inspects at the site 
of a suicide attack in Kabul

Children wait for Pope Francis outside Cathedral of Our Lady of the Immaculate Conception 
in Maputo

Pope Francis attends a meeting with clergy at the Cathedral of Our Lady of the Immaculate 
Conception in Maputo
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Soldier takes part in a military parade to commemorate the founding of the army on its 40th anniversary 
in Managua

A woman points at a police officer outside the National Police Jail during a prisoners’ 
riot in Caracas

Pro-Brexit protester carries signs outside the Houses of Parliament in London

Rescue personnel and police are seen on the tracks next to a train after it derailed during a 
collision with a truck in Yokohama

Hong Kong’s Chief Executive Carrie Lam addresses a news conference in Hong Kong, China September 5, 2019. 
REUTERS/Kai Pfaffenbach TPX IMAGES OF THE DAY
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COMMUNITY

The flooding and recovery from Hur-
ricane Harvey left emotional scars on 
countless people in the Houston area.
Just like their parents, children had to 
deal with the trauma and the loss brought 
by the storm. For many, the impact lin-
gers.
Mental Health America of Greater Hous-
ton put together a Children’s Mental 
Health Art Showcase, providing  an op-
portunity for children to express them-
selves after the impact of Hurricane Har-
vey two years ago.
“Simply put, art provides an outlet when 
words fail,” said Tilicia Johnson, mental 
health literacy manager  for MHA Hous-
ton. “Words don’t come easy for some. 
And if you can’t completely understand 
what you’re feeling, this is one way chil-
dren can find their ‘voice’ that can lead to 
healing or recognition--getting the help 

that leads to the road to recovery.”

The artwork reflects the wide range of 
traumatic losses children endured during 
and after Harvey: damage or loss of their 
belongings or homes; relocating schools 
because of extension damage; night-
mares and sleep disruption; and even in-
jury to themselves or someone they love, 
and death. 
“We often talk about children in terms 
of resiliency—that they seem to bounce 
back quickly from adversity. But that’s 

not the reality—especially in extreme 
circumstances,” Johnson said. “While on 
the surface the child may seem fine once 
the crying stops, the gravity of disaster 
situations weighs on the child’s mind.”
Johnson said disaster recovery occurs 
over time in phases and is not a linear 
process. Experts say a typical disaster 
recovery trajectory is one to three years, 
depending on the severity of the disaster 
and the individual impact.
“What may be hard for parents to pro-
cess is that changes in behavior, anxiety, 
difficulty concentrating in school, acting 
out, may occur months later,” Johnson 
added. “And the reliving, as years pass, 
can remind them of that difficulty and 
cause a re-occurrence of trauma-related 
symptoms.”

Harvey Aftermath 
Grade 7 
“I chose this because during the hurri-
cane I was scared for my family, but after 
I was happy & thankful my family didn’t 
get hurt.”
Johnson noted that traumatized children 
see their parents struggling to right their 
world. They see their friends, neighbors, 
teachers, continue to struggle. They hear 
stories and see pictures over and over 
again.
MHA Houston encourages par-
ents to talk to their children about 
their feelings after a traumatic event.                                                                                                                                           
“It’s important your child feels safe and 
that can come from what you do and 
say,” said Johnson. “It’s also important 
to maintain routines for everyone in the 
family. We are creatures of habit and find 
comfort in that.” (Courtesy chron.com)

Compiled And Edited By John T. Robbins, Southern Daily Editor

Children Traumatized By Hurricane
Harvey Seek Healing Through Their art

The Queen of Harvey
 2018 AWARD RECIPIENT - LEVEL 2 (GRADES 3-5) Grade 4

“The Queen of Harvey is a character I created and The Queen of Harvey 
has a special heart that can heal Harvey. To me my character and God can 

work together.”
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Despite broad efforts to crack down on 
misinformation ahead of the 2020 elec-
tion, the primary season so far has been 
chock full of deceptive messages and 
misleading information.
Why it matters: More sophisticated 
tactics that have emerged since 2016 
threaten to derail the democratic process 
by further polluting online debate. And 
the seemingly unending influx of fakery 
could plant enough suspicion and cyni-
cism to throw an otherwise legitimate 
election into question.
The big picture: Social media plat-
forms, which host the greatest volume of 
misinformation, have gotten wise to ba-
sic techniques used in previous elections, 
and now regularly take down swaths of 
accounts they say are fake or meddle-
some.
In response, trolls both foreign and do-
mestic have developed new attacks.
But plenty of simple bots that appear to 
be foreign controlled still slip through 
the companies’ automated sieves, experts 
say, further endangering the already-pre-
carious coming elections.
And the playing field has grown. “Far 
more people have gotten the idea that 
you can throw a U.S. election by troll-
ing,” says Ben Nimmo, a misinformation 

expert at the Atlantic Council. 

Driving the news: Kamala Harris and 
Joe Biden were the most frequent targets 
of misinformation during and immedi-
ately after the most recent Democratic 
debates, according to a new report from 
VineSight, a company tracking Twitter 
activity.
Last week, the Wall Street Journal re-
ported that bot-like activity pushed ra-
cially divisive content, especially about 
Harris, during the Democratic debates, 
citing data from social intelligence com-
pany Storyful.
Some of the most important shifts and 

tactics:
1. Smarter bots: Bad actors are relying 
less on phalanxes of bots known as bot-
nets, instead creating convincing fakes to 
manipulate humans into doing the dirty 
work for them.
Bots today are more likely to mimic hu-
mans by hacking real accounts, aping 
human behavior or targeting people with 

lots of followers who can easily dissemi-
nate false or misleading information.
A lot of this happens on Twitter, because 
that’s where journalists, experts and po-
liticos hang out. “The impact of coordi-
nated campaigns and bots on Twitter is 
first and foremost to set the news agen-
da,” says Matthew Hindman, a professor 
at George Washington University. “Set-
ting the agenda is hugely powerful.”
2. Audience building: Rather than churn 
out short-lived fake accounts that spread 
misinformation but are quickly shut 
down, sophisticated players build pages 
and accounts that post engaging non-po-
litical content just to build a following.

A large group of trusting followers is 
more likely to spread a well-timed meme 
or political message snuck in between 
anodyne posts.
3. Shift from foreign to domestic: Influ-
ence from overseas, particularly Russia, 
has remained a central concern for gov-
ernment watchdogs — but misinforma-
tion is coming from other countries and 
inside the U.S., too.
False rumors about Mayor Pete Buttigieg 

committing sexual assault, for example, 
were created by two American white na-
tionalists. And last week, Yahoo News 
obtained an FBI document warning that 
conspiracy theories are a new domestic 
terrorism threat.
Homegrown players range from trouble-
makers on internet message boards to 
high-profile consultants.
4. Shift in focus to obscure platforms: 
Facebook and Twitter have sucked up 
most of the attention since 2016, but 
fringe sites like 4chan and 8chan, plus 
niche blogs and pages, are breeding 
grounds for misinformation, and largely 
outside the public eye.
5. Targeting individual influencers: The 
rumormongers’ holy grail is to get a 
mainstream journalist or celebrity to am-
plify misinformation. Tailored messages 
over Twitter DMs or emails can help win 
their trust, Nimmo says.
6. Distorting candidates’ backgrounds: 
Newer candidates, still relatively un-
known to the public, are having their 
pasts picked apart and misrepresented — 
a new spin on the racist “birther” attacks 
on President Obama’s background.

Harris has been a particular target for 
misinformation.
Rep. Beto O’Rourke weathered false 
claims that he left racist language on an 
answering machine in the 1990s, per Po-
litico.
7. Shift in focus on mainstream media: 
Even traditional outlets, with their large 
followings, have been caught spread-
ing misinformation. Fox News hosts 
have recently been accused of peddling 
conspiracy theories about Joe Biden’s 
health. And most major outlets, includ-
ing The New York Times, have cited 
Russian troll accounts in news and opin-
ion pieces, according to a study from 
UW Madison.
8. Deepfakes: The potential for a ma-
nipulated videos to create chaos for vot-
ers became clear after an edited clip of 
Nancy Pelosi went viral earlier this year. 
That wasn’t a deepfake — those sophis-
ticated AI-manipulated videos haven’t 
shown up in the U.S. political sphere yet, 
but experts worry they will soon. Most 
campaigns, however, are largely unpre-
pared for the threat.
But, but, but: Despite the increasingly 
sophisticated tactics, some of the kludgy 
methods used in past election campaigns 
persist undetected.
“There’s still an enormous amount of 
very crude obviously fake accounts on 
pretty much every platform,” says Hind-
man. (Courtesy axios.com)

Compiled And Edited By John T. Robbins, Southern Daily Editor

Misinformation Haunts 2020 Primaries

(Illustration/Grillo/Axios)
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WORLD NEWS

(Reuters) - U.S. stocks surged on Thursday on 
expectations of a de-escalation in trade tensions 
after Washington and Beijing agreed to hold 
high-level talks next month, while strong eco-
nomic data eased fears of a domestic slowdown.
After fears of a deepening trade war caused a 
sell-off in late July and early August, leading to 
speculation that a decade-long bull market was 
ending, the S&P 500 has largely recovered and is 
now less than 2% short of its July 26 record high 
close. The benchmark index has climbed 2.4% in 
the past two sessions.

China and the United States agreed to hold talks 
in early October in Washington, boosting mar-
kets as investors bet on a thaw in the trade war 
between the world’s two largest economies that 
has taken a toll on global growth.

Alternating signs of improvement and deteriora-
tion in the U.S.-China trade war, often based on 
tweets and comments from Trump, have repeat-
edly sparked volatility on Wall Street in recent 
months.

“Whether the talks occur or not, we’ll see. And 
whether they are productive, we’re skeptical. But 
the market loves it,” said Tim Ghriskey, Chief 
Investment Strategist at Inverness Counsel in 
New York.
The S&P information technology index .SPLRCT 
rose 1.9%, while financials .SPSY jumped 2.1%, 
both rising the most among the 11 major S&P 
500 sectors.
The interest rate-sensitive S&P 500 Banks Index 
.SPXBK surged 2.9%, following a rise in U.S. 
Treasury yields. [US/]

The ADP National Employment Report, consid-
ered a precursor to the Labor Department’s more 
comprehensive jobs report, showed U.S. private 

What trade fears? Wall Street is back in 
rally mode employers’ payrolls grew at the fastest pace in 

four months in August, led by big gains in ser-
vice-sector jobs.
Another private survey showed growth in U.S. 
services sectors accelerated in August, rebound-
ing from its weakest level in nearly three years, 
as new orders rose to their highest level since 
February amid trade worries.
The upbeat reports eased concerns of an eco-
nomic downturn, which was exacerbated by data 
on Tuesday that showed a contraction in U.S. 
factory activity in August. Investors will keep a 
close watch on the crucial nonfarm payrolls data 
due on Friday.
“Manufacturing is in a bit of a global slump, but 
if you look at the other economic data, like the 
services and jobs reports, none of them point to 
an economy that is teetering on a recession,” said 
Michael Antonelli, market strategist at Robert W. 
Baird in Milwaukee.
At 2:16 p.m. ET, the Dow Jones Industrial Aver-
age .DJI was up 1.52% at 26,756.37 points, while 
the S&P 500 .SPX gained 1.33% to 2,976.78.

The Nasdaq Composite .IXIC added 1.63% to 
8,106.94.
In deal news, insurer Prudential Financial Inc 
(PRU.N) agreed to acquire online insurance 
start-up Assurance IQ Inc for $2.35 billion. 
Shares of Prudential fell 2.9%.
Traders work on the floor at the New York Stock 
Exchange (NYSE) in New York, U.S., September 
5, 2019. REUTERS/Brendan McDermid
Sectors viewed as defensive declined, with the 
S&P utilities index .SPLRCU, real estate index 
.SPLRCR and consumer staples index .SPLRCS 
all lower.
Advancing issues outnumbered declining ones 
on the NYSE by a 2.01-to-1 ratio; on Nasdaq, a 
2.77-to-1 ratio favored advancers.
The S&P 500 posted 55 new 52-week highs and 
no new lows; the Nasdaq Composite recorded 70 
new highs and 38 new lows.

Traders work on the floor at the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) in New York, U.S., Septem-
ber 5, 2019. REUTERS/Brendan McDermid



A foreign soldier with NATO-led Resolute Support Mission inspects at the site 
of a suicide attack in Kabul

Children wait for Pope Francis outside Cathedral of Our Lady of the Immaculate Conception 
in Maputo

Pope Francis attends a meeting with clergy at the Cathedral of Our Lady of the Immaculate 
Conception in Maputo
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Soldier takes part in a military parade to commemorate the founding of the army on its 40th anniversary 
in Managua

A woman points at a police officer outside the National Police Jail during a prisoners’ 
riot in Caracas

Pro-Brexit protester carries signs outside the Houses of Parliament in London

Rescue personnel and police are seen on the tracks next to a train after it derailed during a 
collision with a truck in Yokohama

Hong Kong’s Chief Executive Carrie Lam addresses a news conference in Hong Kong, China September 5, 2019. 
REUTERS/Kai Pfaffenbach TPX IMAGES OF THE DAY
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COMMUNITY

The flooding and recovery from Hur-
ricane Harvey left emotional scars on 
countless people in the Houston area.
Just like their parents, children had to 
deal with the trauma and the loss brought 
by the storm. For many, the impact lin-
gers.
Mental Health America of Greater Hous-
ton put together a Children’s Mental 
Health Art Showcase, providing  an op-
portunity for children to express them-
selves after the impact of Hurricane Har-
vey two years ago.
“Simply put, art provides an outlet when 
words fail,” said Tilicia Johnson, mental 
health literacy manager  for MHA Hous-
ton. “Words don’t come easy for some. 
And if you can’t completely understand 
what you’re feeling, this is one way chil-
dren can find their ‘voice’ that can lead to 
healing or recognition--getting the help 

that leads to the road to recovery.”

The artwork reflects the wide range of 
traumatic losses children endured during 
and after Harvey: damage or loss of their 
belongings or homes; relocating schools 
because of extension damage; night-
mares and sleep disruption; and even in-
jury to themselves or someone they love, 
and death. 
“We often talk about children in terms 
of resiliency—that they seem to bounce 
back quickly from adversity. But that’s 

not the reality—especially in extreme 
circumstances,” Johnson said. “While on 
the surface the child may seem fine once 
the crying stops, the gravity of disaster 
situations weighs on the child’s mind.”
Johnson said disaster recovery occurs 
over time in phases and is not a linear 
process. Experts say a typical disaster 
recovery trajectory is one to three years, 
depending on the severity of the disaster 
and the individual impact.
“What may be hard for parents to pro-
cess is that changes in behavior, anxiety, 
difficulty concentrating in school, acting 
out, may occur months later,” Johnson 
added. “And the reliving, as years pass, 
can remind them of that difficulty and 
cause a re-occurrence of trauma-related 
symptoms.”

Harvey Aftermath 
Grade 7 
“I chose this because during the hurri-
cane I was scared for my family, but after 
I was happy & thankful my family didn’t 
get hurt.”
Johnson noted that traumatized children 
see their parents struggling to right their 
world. They see their friends, neighbors, 
teachers, continue to struggle. They hear 
stories and see pictures over and over 
again.
MHA Houston encourages par-
ents to talk to their children about 
their feelings after a traumatic event.                                                                                                                                           
“It’s important your child feels safe and 
that can come from what you do and 
say,” said Johnson. “It’s also important 
to maintain routines for everyone in the 
family. We are creatures of habit and find 
comfort in that.” (Courtesy chron.com)

Compiled And Edited By John T. Robbins, Southern Daily Editor

Children Traumatized By Hurricane
Harvey Seek Healing Through Their art

The Queen of Harvey
 2018 AWARD RECIPIENT - LEVEL 2 (GRADES 3-5) Grade 4

“The Queen of Harvey is a character I created and The Queen of Harvey 
has a special heart that can heal Harvey. To me my character and God can 

work together.”
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Despite broad efforts to crack down on 
misinformation ahead of the 2020 elec-
tion, the primary season so far has been 
chock full of deceptive messages and 
misleading information.
Why it matters: More sophisticated 
tactics that have emerged since 2016 
threaten to derail the democratic process 
by further polluting online debate. And 
the seemingly unending influx of fakery 
could plant enough suspicion and cyni-
cism to throw an otherwise legitimate 
election into question.
The big picture: Social media plat-
forms, which host the greatest volume of 
misinformation, have gotten wise to ba-
sic techniques used in previous elections, 
and now regularly take down swaths of 
accounts they say are fake or meddle-
some.
In response, trolls both foreign and do-
mestic have developed new attacks.
But plenty of simple bots that appear to 
be foreign controlled still slip through 
the companies’ automated sieves, experts 
say, further endangering the already-pre-
carious coming elections.
And the playing field has grown. “Far 
more people have gotten the idea that 
you can throw a U.S. election by troll-
ing,” says Ben Nimmo, a misinformation 

expert at the Atlantic Council. 

Driving the news: Kamala Harris and 
Joe Biden were the most frequent targets 
of misinformation during and immedi-
ately after the most recent Democratic 
debates, according to a new report from 
VineSight, a company tracking Twitter 
activity.
Last week, the Wall Street Journal re-
ported that bot-like activity pushed ra-
cially divisive content, especially about 
Harris, during the Democratic debates, 
citing data from social intelligence com-
pany Storyful.
Some of the most important shifts and 

tactics:
1. Smarter bots: Bad actors are relying 
less on phalanxes of bots known as bot-
nets, instead creating convincing fakes to 
manipulate humans into doing the dirty 
work for them.
Bots today are more likely to mimic hu-
mans by hacking real accounts, aping 
human behavior or targeting people with 

lots of followers who can easily dissemi-
nate false or misleading information.
A lot of this happens on Twitter, because 
that’s where journalists, experts and po-
liticos hang out. “The impact of coordi-
nated campaigns and bots on Twitter is 
first and foremost to set the news agen-
da,” says Matthew Hindman, a professor 
at George Washington University. “Set-
ting the agenda is hugely powerful.”
2. Audience building: Rather than churn 
out short-lived fake accounts that spread 
misinformation but are quickly shut 
down, sophisticated players build pages 
and accounts that post engaging non-po-
litical content just to build a following.

A large group of trusting followers is 
more likely to spread a well-timed meme 
or political message snuck in between 
anodyne posts.
3. Shift from foreign to domestic: Influ-
ence from overseas, particularly Russia, 
has remained a central concern for gov-
ernment watchdogs — but misinforma-
tion is coming from other countries and 
inside the U.S., too.
False rumors about Mayor Pete Buttigieg 

committing sexual assault, for example, 
were created by two American white na-
tionalists. And last week, Yahoo News 
obtained an FBI document warning that 
conspiracy theories are a new domestic 
terrorism threat.
Homegrown players range from trouble-
makers on internet message boards to 
high-profile consultants.
4. Shift in focus to obscure platforms: 
Facebook and Twitter have sucked up 
most of the attention since 2016, but 
fringe sites like 4chan and 8chan, plus 
niche blogs and pages, are breeding 
grounds for misinformation, and largely 
outside the public eye.
5. Targeting individual influencers: The 
rumormongers’ holy grail is to get a 
mainstream journalist or celebrity to am-
plify misinformation. Tailored messages 
over Twitter DMs or emails can help win 
their trust, Nimmo says.
6. Distorting candidates’ backgrounds: 
Newer candidates, still relatively un-
known to the public, are having their 
pasts picked apart and misrepresented — 
a new spin on the racist “birther” attacks 
on President Obama’s background.

Harris has been a particular target for 
misinformation.
Rep. Beto O’Rourke weathered false 
claims that he left racist language on an 
answering machine in the 1990s, per Po-
litico.
7. Shift in focus on mainstream media: 
Even traditional outlets, with their large 
followings, have been caught spread-
ing misinformation. Fox News hosts 
have recently been accused of peddling 
conspiracy theories about Joe Biden’s 
health. And most major outlets, includ-
ing The New York Times, have cited 
Russian troll accounts in news and opin-
ion pieces, according to a study from 
UW Madison.
8. Deepfakes: The potential for a ma-
nipulated videos to create chaos for vot-
ers became clear after an edited clip of 
Nancy Pelosi went viral earlier this year. 
That wasn’t a deepfake — those sophis-
ticated AI-manipulated videos haven’t 
shown up in the U.S. political sphere yet, 
but experts worry they will soon. Most 
campaigns, however, are largely unpre-
pared for the threat.
But, but, but: Despite the increasingly 
sophisticated tactics, some of the kludgy 
methods used in past election campaigns 
persist undetected.
“There’s still an enormous amount of 
very crude obviously fake accounts on 
pretty much every platform,” says Hind-
man. (Courtesy axios.com)
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